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Foreword
To our readers,
2017 was a relatively quiet year for the International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation (IYMF),
following on the heels of an extraordinary 2016, when we celebrated the 100th anniversary of
Yehudi Menuhin’s birth. But, we did not sit still. Our organisation continued to work on various
European initiatives together with our MUS-E® network of national associations and other
external partners in Europe, while keeping our customary focus on promoting intercultural
dialogue.

European initiatives
Twenty years after Lord Menuhin’s death, one of the many recurring challenges is the social
inclusion of migrants through education. During the 2017 year, the IYMF made substantial
progress in five separate European projects that centre on this theme. The foremost Erasmus+
project is META, where our organisation is the project leader, and the aim is to develop and
advocate key competences and a methodology that focuses on socially inclusive and effective
education through the arts at the European level. Two other Erasmus+ projects having related
themes co-ordinated by Viksjöforsbaletten of Sweden, where the IYMF is a partner, are eARTinED, which is developing an innovative e-learning platform for primary school teachers
that incorporates creative arts practices into traditional education, and MultiLib, which is
using the same e-learning platform to share children’s stories in the form of e-books in twelve
languages, including six languages spoken by immigrants, for use by teachers and pupils.
A fourth Erasmus+ project where the IYMF participated as partner in 2017 was Arte para la
Motivación, coordinated by our MUS-E® association in Spain. This project brought together
MUS-E® artists from various countries for training and exchange of best practices and was
successfully concluded mid-2017 following an event at the IYMF offices.
Finally, our organisation is a partner in Music Up Close, a prestigious Creative Europe
project led by the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia and gathering together several
symphonic orchestras in Europe, which was launched in Rome in July 2016. The objectives of
this project are to enhance cooperation and exchange of best practices between the orchestras,
particularly with musicians of the Balkan countries, and to find innovative ways to develop
new audiences, particularly amongst the young. Being the sole non-orchestra partner, the
IYMF contributed its wealth of experience by organising the first of three annual music
residencies in 2017 for young artists from various orchestras together with MUS-E® artists, via
workshops taught by various IYMF Artist Ambassadors.
All these projects demonstrate the importance of promoting creative arts in education, which is
also borne out by a recent study published by the European Parliamentary Research Service. The
EPRS argues that “cultural and educational policies can contribute to the development of skills
need to cope with the complexity of contemporary multicultural societies… This is supported by
research on learning processes and the impact of art and cultural education. Both the UNESCO
and the OECD have called for a proper place for, and recognition of, art and culture in
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education.” (Source: “Arts, culture, and cultural awareness in education”, EPRS Briefing
November 2017, p.1.)

East-West Dialogue of Souls
In line with our tradition of organising a yearly private gala event, in 2017, the IYMF held an
intimate dinner and concert event in Brussels for selected guests, both from private and
corporate circles. It featured the world-famous viol player, Jordi Savall, and Hespèrion XXI, an
international early-music ensemble composed of singers and musicians from various countries
around the Mediterranean. The repertoire was a veritable melange of East and West, with
traditional musical pieces from Syria, Israel, Greece, Cyprus, Morocco, Spain, as well as medieval
works from France.

Next steps
These are challenging times, as our organisation and many of our MUS-E® associations
continue to wrestle with funding issues in light of more stringent public financing of cultural
initiatives. Despite this, we are looking into new ways of fundraising in the private sector,
while our organisation continues to work on existing and new projects that are in line with the
mission. 2018 will be another milestone year for us, as our MUS-E® programme will celebrate
25 years of existence. We look forward to expanding the network to new countries within
Europe. At the same time, the IYMF will focus more on contemporary issues facing Europe,
such as the socio-political consequences of the growing refugee population in Europe. Based
on the combined experience of the IYMF and our MUS-E® network, we will develop novel
grassroots solutions to these issues. This will enable us to further advocate the benefits of a
multicultural and diverse society, in line with Lord Menuhin’s vision of a pluralist and
harmonious world, as the desired alternative to one governed by xenophobia and violence
reminiscent of 1930s Europe.
We hope you will enjoy this report. Although there are many inspiring stories that our MUSE® associations have collected over the year, we have included but a few examples for space
reasons. Nevertheless, all our MUS-E® members have worked hard to keep Lord Menuhin’s
vision alive and should be commended for their efforts.
With sincere thanks to the dedication and enthusiasm shown by the entire IYMF family,
including our MUS-E® network, Artist Ambassadors, all our sponsors, the Friends of the
IYMF and our other donors, our General Assembly and Board Members, and last but not least,
our staff, without whom none of this would be possible.

Coen Teulings
President
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International Yehudi
Menuhin Foundation
Who we are and what we stand for
Our Vision, Mission and Values
The International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation (IYMF) was created in 1991 by Yehudi Menuhin,
one of the greatest violinists of the twentieth century, to realise his humanist dream of giving a
voice to the voiceless through the arts, irrespective of background, and building a civilisation of
reciprocity.
This dream has been incorporated into our vision of fostering art and creativity in education and
personal development for a more open, inclusive and harmonious society. It is encapsulated as
follows:
•

Every child has a chance

•

Every human has a voice

•

Every culture has a channel of expression

Our mission is to contribute actively to intercultural dialogue and societal integration at both
national and international levels through the creative arts, by:
1.

enabling co-creation and exchange of emerging and established musicians and artists,
including from lesser-known minorities;

2. promoting and implementing the use of the creative arts to educate children of all
backgrounds.
Our vision and mission are underpinned by six core values:
We share: we commit to bring our singularity into complementarity and to share our
talents, our solidarity and our reciprocity.
We respect: we commit to foster a wider understanding of all cultures with consideration
for all.
We trust: we commit to cultivate self-trust, trustfulness and trustworthiness in all our
endeavours.
We create: we commit to receive the idea of a new concept and accept to be the
instrument of its expression at the service of the best possible inspiration for others.
We innovate: we commit to improve, surprise, marvel, astound, guide, inspire, empower
in accessible and applicable terms for our perspectives and for the perspectives of others.
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We communicate: we commit to explore, discover and conquer the many ways to convey
our intentions and accomplishments in order to create harmonious cooperation in our
multicultural environments.

Our Areas of Activity
Over the years, several action areas have been defined to put our mission into practice:
Art at School: We serve as the international coordination centre for the MUS-E® network, which
is composed of various national associations in Europe and Israel specifically tasked to incorporate
the creative arts in traditional education methods at primary schools in their respective countries.
(See Chapter 2)
Art for Europe: Our organisation vaunts a long history of being both a leader and a participant
in socio-cultural and educational projects commissioned by the European Commission in the areas
of intercultural dialogue and social inclusion of children and young people from lesser-known
minorities. Many of the projects have involved the cooperation of the MUS-E® network and have
resulted in the development of innovative training methodologies for the European educational
sector. (See Chapter 3)
Art in Residence: We specialise in organising international artistic residencies for young artists
from diverse cultures drawing on our network of artist experts from around Europe and beyond.
These residencies are designed to encourage the exchange of knowledge and good practices
between artists and enable the co-creation of new works. These creative laboratories lay the
foundations for the future artist ambassadors of our MUS-E® network and its partners. (See
Chapter 3)
Art on Stage: An abiding legacy of Yehudi Menuhin and his collaboration with artists of diverse
backgrounds is the unique and high-quality annual concert or performance which we organise,
bringing together several cultures in harmonious dialogue through music or other performing arts.
Such events convey a strong message of tolerance and understanding and are a dynamic
demonstration of social integration at European level. (See Chapter 4)
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Our network
The MUS-E® programme
For the practical realisation of the second part of our mission (using the creative arts to educate
children of all backgrounds), we work together with our network of national associations (MUSE®) throughout Europe and in Israel. Our collaboration with MUS-E® is based on a loose form of
confederation. The Board of the IYMF has a key say in the decision-making process with respect to
the strategy and development of the international network, but each national association is
responsible for managing and financing its own operations locally, in line with a set of uniform
principles known as the MUS-E® Guidelines. Each new MUS-E® association is required to sign a
partnership agreement with the IYMF to uphold the MUS-E® Guidelines. In return, the association
has the right to use the MUS-E® registered trademark, which is managed by the IYMF via the
European Intellectual Property Office.

Objective
The main objective of MUS-E® is to foster the social and cultural integration of children via the
creative arts, awakening the creative potential of each child. By doing so, the programme aspires to
reduce racism, delinquency and violence in schools. Since 1993, MUS-E® associations in various
countries have built up a wealth of experience in implementing the use of creative arts in
traditional primary school curriculums, working particularly with children from difficult
backgrounds.

Background and Fields of Activity
The MUS-E® initiative was created by Yehudi Menuhin in 1993, together with Werner Schmitt,
IYMF Board Member, and Marianne Poncelet, IYMF Executive Vice-President. It is based on a
concept on music education developed by Zoltán Kodály (1882-1967), a Hungarian composer,
ethnomusicologist and teacher. Kodály believed that music should be part and parcel of daily
education and be accessible to all. Yehudi Menuhin broadened Kodály's concept to incorporate all
creative arts spanning all cultures.
Many projects have been designed to promote innovative educational methods in Europe that
integrate all forms of creative arts in primary schools. Some have been empirically based, while
others have taken a more scientific approach, based on analysis and evaluation from the
perspective of various disciplines: social sciences, pedagogy, psychology, anthropology, cultural
studies or intercultural dialogue. This last is the case of the MUS-E® programme. In recent years,
European schools and researchers have finally started focusing on arts in education as an
innovative learning method, particularly for children from disadvantaged or immigrant
backgrounds or for those having learning difficulties.
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MUS-E® in its present form is targeted at elementary schools, primarily in Europe, that are facing
the challenge of educating a growing multicultural group of children, many of whom come from
migrant or disadvantaged families and are at risk of social exclusion or other societal problems. In
the presence of the classroom teachers, professional artists associated with MUS-E® actively
introduce and share various forms of art (music, singing, plastic arts and performing arts) with the
children in the class, bringing the children and teachers closer together via collective creation of
art. This in turn helps to break down cultural stereotypes and develop capacities for tolerance,
while awakening a child’s sense of creativity, empathy and resilience.
MUS-E® thus links three different areas of activity:
Social: The schools are located in lower income districts with a high concentration of diverse
cultures that are prone to social tension. Children will likely have no or limited access to artistic
education. Research has shown that parents in these districts often have a negative view of schools.
MUS-E® accordingly wants to contribute to triggering and optimising the creative resources of
children and the wealth of their cultural diversity - what children create through the MUS-E®
programme helps to convince parents that schools are beneficial, creating a triple win for child,
parents and the school environment.
Pedagogical: MUS-E®’s artistic approach towards school education triggers children to enjoy
school as a place to learn and socialise. It also helps teachers to discover an alternative approach to
schooling, where the focus is on every child’s needs, abilities, level of development and cultural
background. MUS-E® activities are based on the hypothesis that children have their own way of
processing knowledge and culture, so that if schools are able to leverage this, schools could become
key social agents. The teacher-visiting artist partnership enables the teacher to be seen as helping
children on their quest for knowledge, not as the sole gatekeeper of knowledge. Moreover, teachers
can use the MUS-E® experience to underpin the teaching of other subjects in the school
curriculum.
Artistic: Art is often given minimum attention in the traditional school curriculum, but it is
nevertheless a powerful tool to awaken and stimulate children’s curiosity for learning and
knowledge of others and their culture, and promoting co-creation. By triggering children’s
creativity, their capacity for resilience towards adverse circumstances is strengthened, i.e.
overcoming problems related to difficult social conditions. The MUS-E® methodology is not aimed
at replacing existing music and art classes offered by schools. Instead, MUS-E® artists have the
possibility to use their approach to art in an objective manner, without making any judgements on
good versus bad.
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The MUS-E® network
Geographic overview
The MUS-E® network currently comprises the national associations of Belgium, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Kosovo, Liechtenstein, Portugal, Spain and Switzerland, as well as Israel. We are
also in discussions with local partners to revive or establish new associations in other parts of
Europe, among others Bulgaria, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, Malta and Sweden.

MUS-E® Network around Europe plus Israel (2017)

MUS-E Switzerland & MUS-E Liechtenstein are the oldest associations, founded in 1993 and
continually headed by IYMF Board Member Werner Schmitt. Other MUS-E® associations founded
in the first decade of the network include Hungary (MUS-E Magyarország - 1994), Portugal
(Associação Yehudi Menuhin Portugal - AYMP - 1996), Italy (MUS-E Italia - 1999), Spain
(Fundación Yehudi Menuhin España - FYME - 1999) and MUS-E Belgium (2000). More recent
associations are MUS-E Israel (2008), Kosovo (MUS-E Kosova - 2009) and Germany (MUS-E
Deutschland - 2013).
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Short description of the national associations
Belgium: Due to the country’s devolution of political responsibilities across the three regions, the
association has to apply for public cultural grants on a regional and per-project basis rather than as
a single entity. In 2017, MUS-E Belgium enjoyed a healthy increase in revenues, thanks to a boost
in structural support from the Flemish Government. In spite of the fact that the use of these public
funds is strictly regulated according to regional and linguistic lines, MUS-E Belgium nevertheless
enjoys very smooth co-operation within the organisation and with its stakeholders. It is active in
the Brussels Region, as well as in the main cities in Flanders and Wallonia. The main challenges for
MUS-E Belgium are sustainability of results, further deepening of efforts with respect to its
initiatives, and communication.
Germany: MUS-E Deutschland was reborn in 2013 following the insolvency of the preceding
association. The organisational model has become more decentralised than previously, in parallel
with the federalist model of Germany, with a small central office in Mannheim and strong regional
co-ordinators in Berlin, Düsseldorf, Mayen and Lörrach. The main challenge for MUS-E Germany
is with regard to applying for financing on a yearly basis, due to the dependence on local rather
than national funding. However, the association intends to expand to the eastern part of the
country (Dresden and Leipzig).
Hungary: In contrast to MUS-E Deutschland, MUS-E Hungary features a centralised
organisational model, with Budapest as the core. The disadvantage of this model is the difficulty to
initiate activities in rural areas of the country due to lack of staff. However, MUS-E Hungary is
exploring new avenues in order to increase its staff and focus on continuing to help train artists
and teachers at national and international levels, rather than one-off projects.
Israel: MUS-E Israel covers fifteen schools in two cities. The MUS-E initiatives in the country are
evaluated by means of a research methodology designed and implemented by the Amir Institute
for Social Integration in Schools, the Bar-Ilan University and Ramat-Gan. A recent activity of note
was the visit to MUS-E Israel of Enrique Barón Crespo, President of the Board of MUS-E Spain
(FYME) together with FYME colleagues to lead a programme of MUS-E workshops with children
of the Akiva School.
Italy: MUS-E Italia comprises a national association and 14 local associations at town-province
level. The national association manages a common
communication platform and national conferences and
training initiatives. The latest national training event was
organised by MUS-E Reggio Emilia over a three-day
period in October 2017. It was entitled “Arte e Oltre” (Art
and Beyond). It brought together over 100 artists from all
over Italy and was officially opened by the Mayor of
Reggio Emilia, the President of the Province of Reggio
Emilia and Alessandro Garrone, the President of MUS-E
Italia, in the historic “Sala del Tricolore” where the Italian national flag was first adopted in 1797.
Workshops for artists and national management followed, including discussions about the main
challenges and opportunities for building best practices for the future. Regarding the main
challenges, fundraising and creating a common image at national level continue to be key. Despite
these challenges, MUS-E Italia organised a successful crowdfunding campaign in 2017 to raise
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money for MUS-E workshops at schools in the west of the Marche Region which suffered badly
from the two earthquakes in October 2016.
Kosovo: MUS-E Kosova was established in 2010 and is composed of 6 local associations in five
cities - one of the towns is officially split into two along geographic-ethnic lines (Mitrovica North
and Mitrovica South, with a river in between separating the respective Serb and Albanian ethnic
populations). Even in the face of the stark political realities, it nevertheless manages to organise
inspiring initiatives which bring together children from different ethnic groups (Serb, Albanian,
Romani) which are often in conflict with one another.
Lichtenstein: MUS-E Lichtenstein is nominally part of MUS-E Switzerland. However, for funding
purposes, a distinction must be made between the two organisations, as donors based in
Lichtenstein will only donate to MUS-E Lichtenstein, not to MUS-E Switzerland. MUS-E
Lichtenstein works with four schools in the country and is also supporting some projects in
Western Tyrol in Austria. The main challenge is to find committed persons to join the all-volunteer
staff.
Portugal: At MUS-E Portugal (AYMP), both the national and three local associations depend on
local public funding. Nevertheless, MUS-E Portugal has been able to organise project-based
initiatives for children from disadvantaged neighbourhoods, including for second-generation
children of Angolan and Romani descent. The AYMP intends to increase collaboration with MUS-E
Spain (FYME) on international projects.
Spain: The organisation of MUS-E Spain (FYME) is based on a federal structure, with educational
competences at regional levels. It is present in thirteen Autonomous Communities and 85 cities,
including in Ceuta and Melilla. FYME’s revenues have picked up in the last two years, thanks to
gradually increasing private sponsorships. FYME continues all the same to develop new EU projects
as an alternate source of funding.
Switzerland: MUS-E Switzerland’s organisation and funding base follows a decentralised model,
split along cantonal lines according to the Swiss confederation set-up. Basel authorities fund the
local association; Bern (canton and city) pay staff fees only, while Eastern Switzerland sees a mix of
funding sources (government, local foundation and private sector). MUS-E Switzerland has
developed four MUS-E formats (MUS-E Basic, MUS-E Flex, MUS-E School and MUS-E
‘Derivative’) that can be applied to new schools according to their needs.
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Inspiring Story 1: Kosovo
“Let’s Play Together” - a poignant reminder that creativity can overcome
prejudices
As part of the programme entitled “Let’s Play Together” which was sponsored by the German Embassy
in Kosovo, MUS-E Kosova organised an event in Mitrovica with the two local MUS-E® associations of
North and South Mitrovica, bringing together children from Serb and Albanian ethnic backgrounds to
co-create artwork during a MUS-E® workshop. The results of their work were then displayed in a joint
exhibition. This was a particularly emotional moment, given that Mitrovica is physically and
administratively split by a river, thus separating the two ethnic groups including the schooling system
(North Mitrovica is governed by a Serb majority). The local public administrations may be hostile to
each other, but the fact that children can come together and overcome ethnic biases demonstrates the
power of the MUS-E® concept.
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Network data (explanations follow table and charts)
Table 1: Overview of local impact per MUS-E® country (2017 data except where noted)
Number of
Children
Belgium

Number of
Artists

Number of
Classes

Number of
Schools

Number of
Teachers

2,500

60

125

60

125

Germany

289

11

15

7

16

Hungary

380

30

19

8

38

Israel (2016)

400

10

27

15

2

11,554

170

483

150

966

540

5

20

6

20

61

7

5

4

5

463

8

22

4

26

21,415

101

982

155

1,675

Switzerland
(2016)

1,149

134

45

27

45

Total (2017)

38,751

536

1,743

436

2,918

Total (2016)

37,136

535

1,709

412

2,719

Italy
Kosovo
Liechtenstein
Portugal
Spain

Table 1 provides an overview of the impact each of the national MUS-E® associations has in the
relevant country, with respect to the number of children being taught via the MUS-E®
methodology, the number of MUS-E® artists taking part, the number of classes and schools
involved, and the number of teachers partnering with the artists. Compared to the 2016 figures,
there has been a slight increase in the total number of children, classes, schools and teachers, while
the number of artists has hardly changed.
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Chart 1: Breakdown of MUS-E children by country
Spain

Italy

Belgium

Switzerland

Kosovo

Portugal

Israel

Hungary

Germany
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3%

1%
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1% 1%
1%
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6%

55%
30%

Chart 2: Breakdown of MUS-E artists by country
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Germany
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2%
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Chart 3: Breakdown of MUS-E schools by country
Spain

Italy

Belgium

Switzerland

Israel

Hungary

Germany

Kosovo

Liechtenstein

Portugal
2%

1%
2%

1% 1%

3%
6%

36%

14%

34%

Charts 1 to 3 illustrate the share of each national association vis-à-vis the total number of, respectively,
children, artists and schools. Generally speaking, the top four revolve around Belgium, Italy, Spain and
Switzerland. The reasons may be due to more robust finances, better visibility, or even to less
competition from other comparable initiatives.
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Chart 4: Number of children per artist by country
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Chart 5: Number of classes per artist by country
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Charts 4 and 5 show the ratios of children to MUS-E® artist and classes to artist. Here Spain has the
highest ratio in both categories, with Kosovo placing a distant second.
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Inspiring story 2: Spain
Ceuta & Melilla
Ceuta:
FYME’s “MUS-E Inclusión” programme* initiated several activities with schools in Ceuta in
cooperation with the Regional Health, Social Services, Minors and Equality Ministry of the
Autonomous City of Ceuta.
One of these was on the occasion of the Scholastic Day of Nonviolence and Peace in early 2018,
when two MUS-E® schools in Ceuta were invited to participate in the MUS-E Inclusión
experience “Espacios de Encuentro” (Meeting Spaces). What made this special was the fact that
despite being in the same municipality, the schools were located in contrasting areas, one being
in an urban area, the other in the countryside. School children tend to stay in the same district as
their schools and not interact with other schools. It was therefore, without a doubt, a very
positive experience for these children from very different environments to work together with the
MUS-E® artists.
See video of the event: https://youtu.be/KYDXc1QHtO8
*The MUS-E Inclusión programme was created by the FYME together with various regional
authorities, based on the MUS-E® methodology. It is aimed at improving the children’s quality of
life, helping to develop their personality, as well as their relationship with themselves and with their
immediate and distant environments, including their social networks.

Melilla:
In December 2017, the Tenth MUS-E “Intercentres” took place. It was a cultural and educational
event that brought together almost 300 students, along with their families, from the nine schools
in Melilla that participate in the MUS-E programme for the 2017-18 academic year.
Eleven MUS-E® artists of Melilla, together with their students, performed the story “Controla tus
emociones, Nieto” (Control your emotions, Grandson). Using dance, theatre, plastic arts, yoga
and audiovisual media, negative concepts such as discrimination or selfishness were staged and
then translated into positive values such as integration or solidarity.

Diversity and coexistence are persistent challenges to be faced by both Ceuta and Melilla. As
such, MUS-E initiatives are well appreciated not only by the local authorities, but also by the
children and their families.
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MUS-E Contacts
Country

MUS-E® Association

Belgium

MUS-E Belgium
Tom Goris, National Coordinator
info@mus-e.be

Germany

MUS-E Deutschland e.V.
Kerstin Weinberger, Co-Administrator
kerstin.weinberger@mus-e.de

Hungary

MUS-E Magyarország
Andor Timar, National Coordinator
coordinator@mus-e.hu

Israel

MUS-E Israel Educational Programs in the Arts (R.A.)
Adena Portowitz, National Coordinator
adenam2@gmail.com

Italy

MUS-E Italia onlus
Rita Costato Costantini, National Coordinator
info@mus-e.it

Kosovo

MUS-E Kosova
Dardan Kryeziu, National Coordinator
dardankryeziu@hotmail.com

Liechtenstein

MUS-E Liechtenstein
Georg Biedermann, Coordinator
biedermann@tak.li

Portugal

Associação Yehudi Menuhin Portugal (AYMP)
Pedro Saragoça Martins, National Coordinator
psaragocam@associacaomenuhinportugal.pt

Spain

Fundación Yehudi Menuhin España (FYME)
Anabel Domínguez Contreras, Director
fyme@fundacionmenuhin.org

Switzerland

MUS-E Schweiz
Werner Schmitt, President
w.schmitt@bluewin.ch
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Our European projects
Overview and recent activity
Background
Our organisation has been involved over the years in numerous important European projects
sponsored by the European Commission. The origin of this involvement lies with the Assembly of
Cultures of Europe (ACE) initiative, as conceived by Yehudi Menuhin. Menuhin believed that persons
of all backgrounds in Europe should be viewed as European citizens, while preserving their unique
cultural identity and injecting their own artistic and cultural wisdom into the European whole. In order
to highlight this creative multicultural diversity, the ACE was constituted as a forum for networking,
debate, and knowledge sharing on how to tackle global challenges. This has since evolved into
multiyear initiatives to bring together experts from various minority groups in Europe to share and
develop new methods of collaboration. The first of these was “Sharing All Voices” (2008-2010), a
collaboration with European partners wishing to contribute their expertise and competence towards
exploring new paths for artistic creation. Artists were central, playing a key social, innovative,
educational or inspirational role. They have since become one of our main assets, the Artist
Ambassadors, who underpin the IYMF’s mission.
Later multiyear initiatives included “Voices For Tomorrow” (2012), “Art4ROM” (2013) and
“Music4ROM” (2014-2016).
Most recently, we took part in “Arte Para la Motivación” (2015-17), an EU-funded Erasmus+ project led
by our MUS-E association in Spain (FYME), which successfully concluded in Madrid in July 2017. The
project was designed to develop a practical interdisciplinary methodology to tackle the growing
complexity and diversity of European primary and secondary schools, by reducing dropout rates whilst
boosting the motivation to learn by using the arts. Other partners included our MUS-E® associations in
Belgium, Germany, Hungary and Portugal. The IYMF hosted an intimate concert on the occasion of an
artists’ workshop led by MUS-E Belgium, inviting members attending the IYMF’s General Assembly as
well as the Friends of the IYMF, and featuring the talented Brussels Chamber Orchestra, IYMF’s Artist
Ambassador in Residence.
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META - Minorities Education Through the Arts (2015-2018)
http://www.meta-project.eu/en/

META is an EU-funded Erasmus+ project and coordinated by the
IYMF together with four partners: Fondazione Nazionale Carlo
Collodi (Italy), University of Florence (Italy), Stiftung Pfefferwerk
(Germany) and European Roma Information Office. It is based on
the concept that all art forms can improve key competences of
children, such as motivation, confidence, teamwork, cognitive ability
and critical thinking.
The META project proposes a framework of ten key competences
and a methodology which applies various art forms to help preschool and primary school children of minority groups (including
the Roma) to master these competences, while reducing their
learning disparities and the risk of becoming school dropouts. The
project is also developing a new, collaborative learning and teaching toolkit for teachers, which would
be conducive to enhance social cohesion and further nurture European citizenship.
The methodology was piloted during the first half of 2017 in four countries (Belgium, Germany, Italy
and Spain) at local schools, targeting at least 100 children representing various cultural minorities in
each country. Local MUS-E® organisations were involved in the pilots in Belgium, Italy and Spain, each
assigning two to three MUS-E® artists. In total, ten artists took part (two in Belgium, three in
Germany, two in Italy and three in Spain). Each artist was asked to focus on up to two META key
competences as a theme for their classes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Understanding/Acceptance –Spain
Communication – Belgium
Commitment – Belgium, Italy
Inclusivity –Spain; Germany
Individual and collective Responsibility – Spain
Empathy –Spain
Resilience – Spain
Leadership – Spain
Self -awareness & Self-Empowerment – Germany
Creativity – Germany; Italy

IYMF

As the MUS-E® experience has amply demonstrated, the META pilots showed that the use of music,
song, dance and the visual arts in the classroom could stimulate a more creative and enjoyable
educational experience for children of diverse backgrounds and contribute to inspiring teachers and
involving parents. Additionally, having a framework of key competences proved to be useful for the
artists, by helping them to focus and align their pedagogical approaches.

E-ArtinED project (2015-2018)
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E-ARTinED (or Art in Education Online) is an EU-funded Erasmus+
project led by Viksjöforsbaletten, Sweden, where our organisation is a
partner, together with The Mosaic Art And Sound Ltd. (UK), the
Technical University of Crete (Greece), and Fondazione Nazionale Carlo
Collodi (Italy). The partners have been selected for their experience and
knowhow in the diverse fields of art and multimedia in education,
pedagogy, environmental studies, training of teachers and distributed
information systems.

E-ARTinED is the successor to the ARTinED project of 2011, which introduced an innovative approach
to education using the arts. Its objective is to create an online learning platform for artists and teachers
to be accessed anywhere (within or outside of the classroom), with toolkits for training purposes based
on the output of the earlier project, as well as on "Social inclusion through the arts" and "Exploring
nature through the arts". The online platform is already in use for the piloting phase, providing both
self-study programmes and opportunities for learners (teachers) to interact remotely with other
teachers and students. We contribute to the project by offering expertise in social inclusion through art:
in July 2017, we organised a residential workshop in the Belgian Ardennes for our partners (including
teachers from our Swedish partner) with two MUS-E® artist-experts who adapted their methodology to
incorporate the natural habitat surrounding the residence.

MultiLib project (2016-2018)
MultiLib is similarly an EU-funded Erasmus+ project also coordinated by Viksjöforsbaletten, Sweden. The IYMF, The Mosaic Art
And Sound Ltd. (UK), the Pelican Language School (Czech Republic),
Technical University of Crete (Greece) and the University of Cukurova
(Turkey) are contributing partners.
MultiLib offers a solution for primary school teachers who seek
innovative methodologies to enable them to manage increasingly
multicultural classes. The project proposes educational concepts,
methodologies and tools for teachers to facilitate social inclusion and mutual understanding in the
classroom, while providing fun ways to learn languages via stories and tales for children. Destined to
“educate and enrich both the soul and the life of this world”, stories and tales are part and parcel of
our cultural heritage since ancient times. Stories and tales nurture and develop the imagination,
helping us to project our vision of the world and of ourselves to another level. By virtue of the
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universality of the symbols they contain, stories address that part of humanity, which is common to
all mankind, opening a world of possibilities and rousing a sense of pleasure. Their use can be a
source of healing and stimulus for social cohesion.
For this project, several beautifully illustrated children’s stories have been created in the form of eBooks and translated into twelve languages, including those of six cultural minorities in Europe.
These stories, some of which were written specifically for MultiLib, together with the illustrations,
recount the traditions or peculiarities of each culture through a series of metaphors or symbolic
narratives that enable children to recognize themselves and encourage transformation. Our
contribution includes two sets of two stories (traditional and new), one set from Belgium (in French)
and the other from Haiti (in Haitian Creole).
The e-Books, together with digital animations, videos and recordings in the various languages should
help teachers to create fun and reassuring contexts, where speaking another language or coming
from another culture enriches rather than detracts from the entire class. Primary schools, including
immigrant families, have the opportunity to take part, by exchanging their own videos featuring their
artistic achievements and performances related to activities based on the stories.

Music Up Close project (20162019)
http://www.musicupclose.net/
Music Up Close Network is an EU-funded Creative Europe project coordinated by the Accademia
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia (Italy), in collaboration with several national orchestras in Europe (Bosnia,
France, Netherlands, Montenegro, Slovenia, Spain), as well as the IYMF, the Lazio Region and
Regesta.Exe (technology partner).
The network is designed as a start-up to develop long-term solutions to the current challenges facing
world-class orchestras today, such as audience development and transnational knowhow exchange.
The orchestral partners have a good reputation in working on initiatives to attract young audiences and
cultivating a new generation of talented musicians. The aim is to develop ways to connect orchestral
music with young audiences, first within the project network, and then to expand this network to new
orchestra partners and other international institutions.
We contribute to the project as the main non-orchestral partner by providing experience and knowhow
on organising artistic residencies and artistic
workshops, both part of the project’s “Music
Ambassador Programme”. The weeklong
residencies are scheduled annually over the
project lifetime for young musicians who are
members of the various participating orchestras
(the “Music Ambassadors”). Several of our Artist
Ambassadors from around Europe are invited to
train the young musicians using innovative
multidisciplinary techniques that span the various
creative arts (not only music) to enhance
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multinational collaboration and co-creation. We further organise four workshops per year with the new
Music Ambassadors for children from cultural minorities to help raise their appreciation for music and
reduce the psychological threshold of attending orchestral concerts.
In 2017, the “Music Ambassador Programme” residency was held at a fortified farmhouse in a
picturesque area of the Condroz region in central-southern Belgium. Representatives of orchestras
from Barcelona, Amsterdam, Sarajevo, Lille and the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia participated
alongside MUS-E® artists from Spain and Italy, who shared their experience on teaching music to
young children. As a finale to the week, the musicians were invited to perform at the Spanish Embassy
residence in Brussels.
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Inspiring story 3: Italy
MUS-E tackles language barriers and helps with personal development
MUS-E La Spezia: Breaking down language barriers via art
In 2016, the first grade of a MUS-E primary school in La Spezia composed of predominantly
immigrant children from India, Morocco, Santo Domingo and Eastern Europe took part in a
creative writing workshop led by poet Fabio Ferrari. At that time, many of the children had
trouble speaking Italian, as they had only recently settled in the city.
Despite the challenges of the very different linguistic capabilities of the class, MUS-E La
Spezia focused on “the word” as an artistic concept and helped the children to create a
narrative about odd and unusual characters who happened to be on a ship in distress while
sailing. The characters end up being able to save themselves by working together even in the
face of danger, using their talents and skills.
This initiative demonstrates that words are not necessary for communication. Each child was
able to invent a character and find a role in the narrative. The results have since been put
together in a book, “Le Filastrocche della Nave Sinfonia” (“Nursery Rhymes of the Ship
‘Symphony’), written and illustrated by and for children and published by MUS-E La Spezia.
The initiative is a perfect example of how social integration can succeed by using the creative
arts. (http://www.mus-e.it/index.php?idSede=12)

MUS-E Firenze: Testimonial of a personal transformation (Sara Nesti)
At one of the classes to which the MUS-E® artist Sara Nesti was assigned, there was a very
shy eight-year-old boy named Cristian who was averse to any physical contact with other
children, particularly with non-Italian children, and always played with just two or three
other classmates. Having discussed the issue with the teacher, Nesti decided to start with
simple actions during the class, such as looking into each other’s eyes, walking together or
telling something nice to a classmate. After some sessions, it appeared that Cristian was no
longer last in line and seemed to be laughing and joking with the other classmates. Nesti then
decided to switch to another approach in class, by proposing more physical contact such as a
hug, to show one’s care for others. The entire class responded enthusiastically, including
Cristian. He was very excited afterwards, saying, “Teacher, can we play this game again next
time?” Nesti asked Crisitan, “Did you enjoy it?”, to which Crisitan replied, “Yes, very much. I
felt happy and in harmony with myself.” From that day on, Cristian was no longer afraid to
play with other classmates.
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Our other activities
Unique concerts
Since its creation in 1991, the IYMF has organised numerous unique concerts in Brussels and abroad
on the general theme of bridging various cultural traditions through music and other art forms. These
concerts provide an opportunity for our organisation to showcase the achievements of our MUS-E®
network and to invite top artists, who support the humanist values advocated by Yehudi Menuhin, to
perform for our guests. They are well attended events for both corporate sponsors and private
individuals, giving the attendees a chance not only to enjoy an enlightened cultural evening, but also to
network with each other and with the guests of honour, often from international government and
diplomatic spheres.
Several of our past concerts have focused on interchanges between Romani artists and other IYMF
Artist Ambassadors, as a reminder of the emotional attachment that Yehudi Menuhin had for the Roma
people. On the other hand, 2016 was a grand occasion to celebrate the centenary of Menuhin’s birth,
which both the IYMF and several of our MUS-E® members in the various countries did with gusto. We
still remember the IYMF’s “Violins for Peace” concert at the prestigious Bozar Centre for Fine Arts in
Brussels which took the audience on a musical journey from jazz and classical repertoires to Indian and
Gypsy music, in the company of Menuhin’s friends and past pupils, as well as the participation of the
Yehudi Menuhin School Orchestra.
2017 was a quiet year in comparison, but we nevertheless organised smaller scale concerts. In June, we
invited one of our Artist Ambassadors and IYMF Artist in Residence, the Brussels Chamber Orchestra,
to perform before an intimate audience on the grounds of the IYMF office, on the combined occasion of
our Annual General Assembly Meeting and an artists’ workshop led by MUS-E Belgium for one of our
European projects.
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We ended the year with our traditional private gala event at the ornate theatre of the Plaza Hotel in
Brussels for our sponsors and selected corporate and private guests. The theme was “East-West
Dialogue of Souls”, featuring the world-famous viol player, Jordi Savall, and Hespèrion XXI, a

multinational early-music ensemble composed of three singers and six musicians from various
countries around the Mediterranean. The repertoire drew from the traditional/classical song and dance
music of Syria, Israel, Spain, Romania, France, Moldavia, Armenia, Morocco, Cyprus and Greece accompanied by traditional musical instruments such as the oud and the kanun, with Jordi Savall
himself playing the fiddle and rebec.
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Inspiring story 4: Belgium
“Jimoku” - Eye and Ear (seeing and listening)
In 2017, MUS-E Belgium developed an innovative project entitled “JIMOKU” (Japanese for “eye
and ear”). JIMOKU was developed as a bilingual French-Flemish audio-visual art project. Six
primary school classes from the Brussels region (including Brussels, Molenbeek and Ixelles) and
Mechelen in Flanders worked under the guidance of six MUS-E artists, creating “soundscapes”
inspired by Japanese animated films from the 1920s.
The project included an exchange programme, where the Mechelen pupils took part in an artistic
residency at the Theatre of Les Brigittines in Brussels. At the end of the project, the pupils
presented the results of their work at the Ars Musica Festival in Brussels. A film was produced,
which showed the weeklong artistic residency of the children from Mechelen and an exchange
program with pupils from a school in Molenbeek, where they worked together to prepare a
public performance at Les Brigittines. The project was developed by MUS-E Belgium’s Artistic
Director Patries Wichers together with six MUS-E Belgium artists, as well as five local schools in
the Brussels Region and one from Mechelen in Flanders, and coproduced with the Theatre of Les
Brigittines and the Ars Musica Festival.

See video on http://www.mus-e.be/nl/jimoku
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Our organisation
Governance and finance
Official organs of the IYMF
The IYMF is governed by a General Assembly and a Board of Directors.
The General Assembly meets once a year and is composed of “Effective Members”, including
members of the Board of Directors and members of each national MUS-E® association, “Honorary
Members” who include artists and intellectuals who serve as advisers to the IYMF and help to further
increase its impact and “Associate Members” who have been past partners in EU projects and who
share the same objectives as the IYMF.
The main responsibilities of the General Assembly are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

amending the Articles of Association of the IYMF;
appointing and dismissing members of the Board of Directors and auditors as well as setting
the remuneration that auditors may receive;
granting discharge to the Board of Directors and, where appropriate, to auditors;
approving the budget and annual accounts of the IYMF;
voluntarily winding up the organisation;
excluding a member; and
acting in all the cases required by the Articles of Association of the IYMF.

Effective Members
Effective Members comprise the following persons plus the Members of the IYMF Board:
Louisa Anastopoulou (GR)
Enrique Barón Crespo (ES)
Luciana Castellina (IT)
Paulo Coelho (BR)
Philippe Demain (BE)
Catherine Dolto (FR)
Eduardo Marçal Grilo (PT)
Marie-Therese Huppertz (DE)
Claudio Murri (IT)
Juan de Dios Ramírez Heredia (ES)
Hanna Schygulla (DE)
Alessandra Silvestro (IT)
Rita Sussmuth (DE)
Nicolas Tavitian (UK/FR)
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And a representative from each national organisation:
Austria -Stand 129
Belgium - MUS-E Belgium
Finland - MUS-E Finland
France - Courant d’Art
Germany – MUS-E Deutschland
Hungary - MUS-E Hungary
Israel - The Jaffa Institute
Italy - MUS-E Italia
Kosovo - MUS-E Kosova
Liechtenstein - MUS-E Liechtenstein
Portugal - Associação Yehudi Menuhin Portugal
Spain - Fundación Yehudi Menuhin España
Switzerland - MUS-E Schweiz

Honorary Members
Salvatore Accardo (IT)
Gilles Apap (FR)
Volker Biesenbender (DE)
Jean-Pierre Changeux (FR)
Gianfranco De Bosio (IT)
Jan Figel (SK)
Didier Lockwood (FR)†
Federico Mayor Zaragoza (ES)
Pasqual Maragall (ES)
Pierre Rahbi (FR)
Michel Serres (FR)

Associate Members
ART-ACTIV - Romania
Associazione MUS-E Napoli– Italy
Brunnen Passage –Austria
Centre Tapovan – France
Divadlo z Pásže – Hungary
ETP Slovensko Centre for Sustainable Development – Slovakia
Europa Nova Academy – Croatia
European Roma Information Office (ERIO) – Belgium
San Juan Retreat – Spain
Haydn Conservatoire – Austria
Institut de Recherche, Formation et d’Action sur les Migrations (IRFAM) – Belgium
La Maison du Conte –Belgium
Odin Teatret – Denmark
Roma Education Fund (REF) – Hungary
Sons-Croisés – France
Terre et Humanisme – France
The Mosaic Art And Sound Ltd. – UK
Union Romani – Spain

The Board of Directors is in charge of strategy and the means to implement the strategy in line with
the mission of the IYMF. The Board is composed of the following persons:
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Name

Function

Nationality

Coen Teulings

President of the IYMF

Netherlands

Werner Schmitt

IYMF Vice-President

Switzerland

Stefano Micossi

IYMF Treasurer

Italy

Marianne Poncelet

IYMF Executive VicePresident, responsible for
day-to-day management

Belgium

Jorge Chaminé

Director

France

Guilherme d’Oliveira Martins

Director

Portugal

Ivan Hodač

Director

Czech Republic

Alexis Lautenberg

Director

Switzerland

George Metakidès

Director

Greece

Herman Van Rompuy

Director

Belgium

Thierry Van Roy

Director

Belgium

Kiran Vyas

Director

India

As a sub-committee of the Board, the Executive Committee, composed of the President, VicePresident, Treasurer and the Executive Vice-President, attend to the general oversight of day-to-day
management of the IYMF.
Separately, the International MUS-E® Council, composed of current representatives of the
national MUS-E® Associations and the IYMF Executive Vice-President and serving as a common
platform of knowledge, convenes at least once a year to share updates and best practices from each of
the countries.
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Financial Report 2016-2017

INTERNATIONAL YEHUDI MENUHIN FOUNDATION 2017

ASSETS
2017
FIXED ASSETS

20/28

I. FORMATION EXPENSES (20)
II. INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS (21)
III.TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS (22/27)
A. Land and buildings (22)
B. Plants, machinery and equipment (23)

9 935,09
2 488,80
4 812,24
2 634,05

0,00
0,00

2016
14 985,77
3 318,40
8 697,11
2 970,26

0,00
0,00

C. Furnitures and vehicles (24)

1 077,57

1 215,08

D. Leasing and similar rights (25)
Installation Tools and machinery
Depreciation Installation Tools and machinery
E. Other tangible fixed assets (26)
Souverain 36
Depreciation installations rented buildings
F. Assets under construction and advance
( ) payments (27)

0,00

0,00

1 556,48

C. Other financial fixed assets

CURRENT ASSETS

1 987,00
-430,52
0,00
,

0,00
29/58

V. AMOUNTS RECEIVABLE AFTER ONE YEAR (29)
VI. INVENTORIES AND ORDERS IN PROGRESS (30/36)
A. Stock (30/36)
VII. AMOUNTS RECEIVABLE WITHIN ONE YEAR (40/41)
A. Trade receivables (40)
B. Other receivables (41)
VIII. INVESTMENTS (50/53)
IX. CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND (54/58)
X. DEFFERED CHARGES AND ACCRUED INCOME (490/1)

1 987,00
-231,82
0,00
,

0,00

94 432,72

73 762,84

0,00
606,00

0,00
606,00

606,00
21 894,89
3 005,25
18 889,64
0,00
45 099,22
26 832,61

T O TAL AS S E T S

1 755,18

606,00
22 421,95
13 964,78
8 457,17
0,00
24 702,25
26 032,64

104 367,81

88 748,61

LIABILITIES
2017
CAPITAL AND RESERVES

10/15

V. ASSOCIATION FUND (10)
LOSSES BROUGHT FORWARD (141)
PROVISIONS AND DEFERRED TAXES

2016
2 656,73

1 932,18

29 000,00
-26 343,27

29 000,00
-27 067,82
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VII. A. PROVISION FOR LIABILITIES (160/5)
CREDITORS

17/49

VIII. AMOUNTS PAYABLE AFTER ONE YEAR (17)
A. Financial debts (170/4)
2. Bank debt
IX. AMOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN ONE YEAR (42/48)
A. Current portion of amounts (42)
B. Financial debts (43)

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

101 711,08
0,00
0,00
0,00
101 711,08
0,00
0,00

86 816,43
0,00
0,00

0,00
86 816,43
0,00

0,00

C. Trade Debts (44)
1. Suppliers

20 504,40
20 504,40

12 455,34
12 455,34

E. Income taxes, wages and payroll tax payables (45)
1. Taxes (450/3) :
2. Remunerations and social security contribution (454/9)

32 844,38
8 064,16
24 780,22

25 235,39
5 790,19
19 445,20

48 362,30
23 231,30
25 131,00

49 125,70
6 501,30
42 624,40

F. Others debts (47/48)
-META
-Others
X. ACCRUED CHARGES AND DEFERRED INCOME (492/3)
T O TAL LIAB I LI T I E S
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104 367,81

0,00

0,00
88 748,61
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RESULTS ACCOUNTS
I. OPERATING INCOME
A. Turnover (70)

Sponsoring event
performances of service
private funds projects
Sponsoring
Others

C. Investments
D. Gift (73)
E. Other operating income (74)

SubsidiesRegion + EU projects
others

I. OPERATING EXPENSES
A. Raw materials (60)
B. Services and other goods (61)
A. B. GROSS OPERATING MARGIN (70/61)

2017
435 724,89
287 115,29
58 865,29
227 250,00
1 000,00

2016
422 381,94
319 825,68
108 916,69
41 750,94
126 685,00
50 000,00
-7 526,95

0,00

4 148,00

148 609,60
144 404,00
4 205,60

98 408,26
93 903,23
4 505,03

-237 981,56
-4 208,00
-233 773,56

-247 246,92
-1 650,00
-245 596,92

197 743,33

175 135,02

C. Remunerations, social security contribution payroll taxes and pensions (62)
Remuneration (620)
Employer contributions of Social Security(621)
Other personnel costs (623)
D. Depreciation (630)
F. Provisions for liabilities and charges (635/7)
G. Other operating expenses (640/8)

-173 862,12
-119 844,19
-35 827,59
-18 190,34
-5 685,68
-2 800,00
-10 200,20

-160 543,58
-116 366,39
-35 096,55
-9 080,64
-4 758,23

OPERATING RESULT (70/64)

5 195,33

5 265,12

1,07
-4 471,86

2,52
-5 181,59

724,54

86,05

0,00

0,00

724,54

86,05

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

II. FINANCIAL INCOME (75)
FIANCIAL EXPENSES (65)
RESULT ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES BEFORE TAXES (70/65)
III. EXTRAORDINARY INCOME (76)
EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES (66)
RESULT FOR THE PERIOD BEFORE TAXES (70/66)
IV. INCOME TAXES (67/77)
Income taxes (67)
RESULT FOR THE PERIOD (70/67)
RESULT FOR THE PERIOD AVAILABLE FOR APPROPRIATION (70/68)
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-4 568,09

724,54
724,54

86,05
86,05
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Looking beyond
What to expect in 2018
The IYMF’s ambition as of 2018 is to focus on new themes and projects that are in line with its mission
and which attempt to address contemporary issues facing Europe. One of the key issues which we
identify as both a critical one and an opportunity for the EU in the next three to five years is how to
manage the social consequences of the continuing influx of migrants to Europe. There are again signs
that the influx of refugees and migrants is creeping up as political instability continues to reign in the
countries surrounding Europe, particularly in Africa and the Middle East. As a result, xenophobia in
Europe is becoming ever more prevalent as populist forces pressure the ruling elites to stem the rising
tide. Our organisation wishes to counter this by seeking sustainable solutions to integrate refugees in
local communities, particularly vulnerable young refugees who can be educated to become law-abiding
European citizens contributing positively to their new countries. To do this, we would leverage our
organisation’s strength in four areas:
•

special-themed annual or twice-yearly artistic performances including migrant
artists who create an intercultural dialogue between the artists and the audience;

•

yearly artistic residencies in Belgium fostering intercultural exchanges between artists
from different parts of Europe and beyond, including migrant artists, with the aim of
combating stereotypes and promoting co-creation;

•

innovative projects focusing on training refugee artists and educating refugee
children to help them become part of a creative process within the community where they
live, to be piloted first in Belgium and eventually replicated in some of the other MUS-E®
member countries;

•

enhanced support and expansion of the MUS-E® network, raising visibility to the
value created by 25 years of experience in Europe and Israel to foster social inclusion through
the arts for more than 35,000 children.

We will also continue to work with our existing and prospective partners on ongoing and new
European projects, some of which will be coming to a close in 2018.
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Sponsorship
acknowledgements
Our Main Partners

Our Media Partner

Our Event Partner

Our Regional and International Partners

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views
only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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We welcome new donations and sponsorships!
The need for intercultural understanding and tolerance has never been greater. With over 20 years
of experience in fostering cross-cultural exchange and dialogue through the arts, the IYMF serves
as a catalyst for positive change to society. By donating to our cause, you will help us to continue to
develop new initiatives to fulfil Yehudi Menuhin’s vision of world peace and understanding
between peoples.
Our bank account details:
IBAN: BE50 3101 0837 1318
BIC: BBRUBEBB
Bank: ING Belgium
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